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CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE

Capitalising on
the opportunities
offered by
our flotation.

Update from Geoff French
This is my first update as the Chairman of a listed company

book in our history. We have recently won some major

and it is very clear that the opportunities offered by our new

projects, including Crossrail in London and Edinburgh Airport

status are enormous. However, this edition also gives me the

Rail Link (both of which we've announced to the stock

opportunity to reflect on the flotation process and all that has

market); Pulawy Bypass in Poland; a tank farm In Angola;

been achieved already.

highways projects in Ethiopia; construction management in

Many people worked exceptionally hard to help us attain

South Africa; and framework consultancies for the Highways

our new status and I would like to thank everybody for their

Agency, Leicestershire County Council and West Berkshire.

efforts - and by that I mean everybody, as our continued

I am also delighted to welcome the staff of Roscoe Postle

success during the flotation process was very important. As

Associates to Scott Wilson. I look forward to future Exchange

you probably know, it was so successful that the shares were

articles from our mining business as it continues to grow and

heavily oversubscribed . The money it raised eliminated our

develop in terms d. both client base and geographical coverage.

historic liabilities, significantly addressed our pension deficit

Whilst being a listed company will require continuing

and put the Group in a positive net cash position. This means

involvement with the City, I am also looking forward to re-

that we now have the scope to continue our strong organic

starting my office visits, both in the UK and internationally, over

growth with selective acquisitions.

the next few months.

There is a range of new requirements for us as a fisted

And lastly, my congratulations go to the Scott Wilson

company, and for me as the Chairman, including the need to

MUlennium Project. The team raised as much money last

speak to our major and prospective investors at least twice a

year as it has done in total since its inception . However,

year. However, as this Is significanUy less than the 56 investor

I believe that there is scope for us to do even better and we

presentations made ahead of the flotation (as described by

will discuss with them ways in which the Group can raise

my fellow presentation team members elsewhere 10 this

even more money for the good causes they support.

edition), the prospect isn't too daunting. That is, as long as

So We move into our first full year as a listed company in

our performance continues in line with our projections and

far better shape than ever before, and with ever more exciting

business plans. Indeed, the most obvious immediate change

opportunities for the continuing development of Scott Wilson.

associated with being a quoted company, other than all these
presentations. relates to the necessity of setting sensible
targets - and achieving them.
All of which leads quite logically into the Business
Planning process for 2006/07. The final plan, approved at
the Board meeting in April, is for an increased turnover in
line with our strategic plan. We're confident about meeting
these targets, especially as we now have the largest order
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FLOTATION REFLECTIONS

Flotation - reflections from the team.
Scott Wilson's presentation team describe the sales pitch.
Selling Scott Wilson's services has always been a

expected slightly different approaches and of course asked

giving five or six presentations a day. We were

demanding process, but presenting to potential investors

different questions." But, as Hugh found, there was a

shepherded around in sun, rain and snow, and often

certainly proved to be a new experience for the Investor

recurring theme: "They mostly wanted to know the current

visited the same building a number of times

Roadshow presentation team of Geoff French, Ron Wall,

margin, the ongoing strategy and the predicted future

enough coffee for Britain! We certainly put in some miles,

margins. Although there was a general level of interest in

too. On one day, we went from Glasgow to Edinburgh , to

the Business, margins were often the focal point."

Henley-on-Thames, and then on to the City."

Hugh Blackwood and Stephen Kimmell.
With three months' preparation and 56 presentations in

drinking

1O days, the team swiftly mastered their craft as Stephen

There wasn't any room for complacency, as Ron explains:

"The presentation environment varied a lot, from plush,

explains: "We had to be totally flexible. The audiences all

"The four of us were locked together for three weeks,

carpeted City venues to less glamorous basements.
And once, we were trapped in a lift," says Hugh.
"We were reliant on our flotation specialists Brewin
Dolphin Securities for the whole programme and the
majority of people we spoke to were from top-notch
investment houses."
The popular consensus was that the story of
Scott Wilson was extremely well received. "The Investors
in the City responded well to us operating as a team
and felt that we represented a business of substance,"
says Ron.
The team presented background information on
Scott Wilson, future plans and our strategic targets.
Brewin Dolphin produced an In-depth guide to the
company for investors; but according to Stephen, the
audience often asked more specific questions: "We had
sat down with Brewin Dolphin beforehand, so we were
well prepared. But we still had some questions that we
didn't expect, like one person wanting to know the age
of the management team!"
"It was very different to presenting to clients - some
of the Investors had little understanding of what
we do," says Hugh. For Stephen it was more familiar:
"I found it was similar to meeting banks, something
I've done for years - but I wasn"t used to the formal
presentation. We were worried that we might struggle
to keep it fresh over 56 presentations, but the questions
helped enormously."
The experience will certainly come in handy: Geoff
and Stephen will be presenting to major investors twice
a year as part of pie requirements. "My role now is
looking outwards as well as inwards," says Stephen .
"I have thoroughly enjoyed the experience and look
forward to the challenges it brings."

Communications challenges.
Flotations move fast, as any experienced communications specialist will agree.
"I learn more abcut Scott Wilson via the newspapers than I do

commissioned external public relations company worl<ed hard

the flotation. "This was a real distortion of the truth; almost

through internal channels": this kind of statement may be

to keep us in the loop. Usually, we were able to post internal

20% of our staff are shareholders and the shareholding

familiar to one or two of you. But the communications

and external releases simultaneously; but It was close on

amongst the senior people was very evenly spread - no one

challenge during the flotation was to ensure that you all knew

occasions." commented Caroline Sutton.

individual became a multi-millionaire as a result. Also, most of

as much abcut what was going on as the City did. Carofine

"The steepest learning curve for me was the way the press

the senior staff are prohibited from selling their shares for the

Sutton and Georgina Corbett took It on, and they beth admit

spun the information they had been given." Georgina Corbett

next 18 months due to a 'lock-in arrangement' with our

that It didn't always happen as slickly as they would have liked.

raised this after several newspapers chose to focus on the

brokers, but you wouldn't know this Wyou had only read the

"Things were moving quickly, and our specially

potential wealth created for a few senior people as a result of

Financial Times or Daily Mail."
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FLOTATION REFLECTIONS

Flotation - reflections from
the specialist.
Sandy Fraser, from Brewin Dolphin Securities who helped us with our flotation, gives us his opinion on the big move.
Our first impression of the Board and the management

added to the already large challenge of completing

team was of a highly competent group of professionals,

the project.

We have been particularly pleased that the share pnce
has performed so strongly since the Initial Public Offenng.

who would be great fun to work with. However, we were

The biggest single 'issue' on the transaction was

aware that they had a limited understanding of the

the deficit within the pension fund - one of the major

from a company's performance that affects its share pnce.

mechanics of capital markets, so we set about coaching

problems facing corporate UK today. In the end, we

The old maxim that 'the share pMce may faU as well as Mse'

them in the fine art of selling Scott Wilson's story to stock

recommended that the Company raise £68.5 million of new

is certainly worth emphasising.

market investors.

funds - almost three times the onginal plan - with a

Looking forward, the Directors can expect to enjoy

As we dug a little deeper, we made two discoveries:

significant element of the excess earmarked for the pension

regular contact with the Company's new band of institutional

that there was a real strength in depth within the

scheme. This decision raised a few eyebrows amongst the

investors. This will include roadshows following each

management team (more than many of our other

project team, to say the least.

result's announcement and, additionally, in support of

Will it continue? It is hard to tell: there are many factors aside

clients) and that this was reflected in the Company's

By the time the investor roadshow commenced,

any significant acquisition activity. The one principle

financial and trading performance. Offsetting this was

we were very confident that the float would succeed.

that we try to drum into the consciousness of every

the near-daily expansion of the project's 'Issues log'.

Our confidence was justified: the issue was heavily

company we float is to 'under-promise and over-deliver'

Scott Wilson is a complex business with a long history,

oversubscMbed and we were able to raise funds at a

- If the management deliver their predictions. stock

and while it wasn't surprising to find these Issues, they

valuation at the top end of expectations.

market success should follow.

Flotation - the next steps.
Investor relations is a whole new aspect for Scott Wilson Group pie. As ~nior Non-~x~utiVWl Director
Stuart Doughty explains, this brings fresh challenges to the Company.
ll"s important in all our dealings that we now market not

authority to investors - all of which attracts further

and AGM. This will also involve engaging with

only to clients but also brokers. investors and analysts

investment. Most importantly, the Scott Wilson brand

the

- it's fundamental to explain to the City where we

will be promoted in an even more aggressive, but

co-ordinated manner. Maintaining investor

intend to go. We also have to tell investors about new

totally cohesive way.

media,

but

again

in

a

properly

confidence and building on our

contracts and stick to the planned results. Scott Wilson

From now on, we will meet our brokers, advisors,

cannot speculate - that Is up to investors - but we can

analysts and investors on a regular basis, and particularly

mean Scott Wilson can take full

give facts.

dunng the announcement of our results, interims results

advantage of its new pie status.

already solid reputation will

Major investors, who are often people already
interested in the sector, generally hold up to 15% of
shares in a company like Scott Wilson . Most of those
will individually hold 3% - 4% of the company's shares.
Around 20% is held by employees. However, to grow
the share price, the company must prove that it has not
only been a good investment, but that it will continue
to be so. This is largely down to producing good
results, highlighting longevity and stability. The flipside
is that we also need to foster a 'no-surprise' culture,
predicting and managing any problems likely to affect
investor confidence.
The aim is to have a long-term order book of
reasonably assured work (70% - 80% would give
' great confidence to investors). Also, there is a need to
demonstrate longer-term security. And while putting
the capital to work by securing valuable and
strategically focused acquisitions would achieve this,
we must retain a positive cash flow.
This is also a great opportunity to build on our
reputation as a voice for the industry. We will advise on
positive and negative trends, and act as a leading
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SPOTLIGHT BUSINESS PLANNING

Focusing on business.
If we're to meet our targets, we need to target our clients better.
Increase the focus on our clients, target our markets more
effectively, and co-ordinate and integrate our plans across the
Business: that was the focus of this yea(s business planning
process. Following on from the Strategic Leadership
Programme (SLP), the attendees of the programme decided
that to drive the changes necessary for our continued
success,

we needed to radically rethink our approach to

business plannlng.

So we engaged the services of Sue Ball, the strateg'c
marketer who led us through the Business and Operations
elements of the SLP at Roffey Park. With Sue's support,

we

produced a comprehensive business planning pack and
launched it to the divisional and functional boards early in
January By 23rd March, all the functions and divisions had
produced the first drafts of their plans, which were
subsequently finalised by the end of April ready for the new
financial year.
As we continue to develop our management via the
Leadership Development Programme, familiarity with
terms like market segmentation and key client account
management will increase. What does it mean in principle?
Scott Wilson is a very diverse company, offering a wide
range of serv·ces to our clients. The market is a big place,
with many different types of customers: private sector; public
sector; infrastructure owners; contractors etc.
Markets are made up of different clients, some of
whom have similar characteristics, needs, attitudes
and behaviours. Each requires different things from Scott
Wilson. By understanding who our clients are, and focusing
on them, we can target and develop our services to better
meet their needs. This will improve our ability to win bids and
cross-sell services, and it will also make our marketing
activities much more efficient. Each business has been
asked to identify their target markets, and plan how they
intend to focus and describe their services to them. In 'Setting
targets.', each Divisional CEO explains the outcome of this
exercise for their part of the organisation. This is just the
beginning of the process and

~

will develop over the next

financial year.

Targeting growth.
He's seen a lot since he's been here, but Hugh Blackwood wants even more success.
The notation of the company presents us with great

whether it's happened organically or through acquisitions -

include acquisitions, to grow these parts of the

opportunities and is of great importance to the future

but now we can specifica lly plan where we want to be in

business.

direction of Scott Wilson. As Hugh Blackwood explains:

the future.

International Division, so their business plan will look at

Natural

Resources is largely part of

"The overall corporate strategy has been driven partially

"A strategic plan has been produced with the Business

because we were standing still in the consultants'

broken down into segments, so we can assess each area's

"We have a pipeline of acquisitions, and the executive

rankings and needed to act. The flotation will help us

opportunities", says Hugh. "There is huge growth predicted

members of the board are looking at a strategy to bring

rise to even greater heights, as we are now in a position

in transportation, but we need to look at the other

on board new teams and skills that will benefit

to plan for growth to an extent that we could not before.

sectors too. A long with Stuart Coventry and Mary Holt,

the company as a whole. It has to be well targeted,

"When I joined the company, our turnover was £2

I will be paying special attention to the environment

not only on a turnover basis, but also on margins,

million. This year, the target Is In excess of £200 mill ion.

sector. Ron Wall will focus on property ln a similar way.

which is good for the company and something the

So, growth Is something we have achieved comfortably,

We want to produce positive accelerated plans, which

investors expect."
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SPOTLIGHT BUSINESS PLANNING

Setting targets.
They say the table never lies. But where profits are concerned, they don't tell half of the story.
Business planning has highlighted the convergence that has

• Deliver a Profit Before Interest and Tax (PBIT) of 7%

• We took over responsibiity for the Dublin office last summer

been taking place across the divisions. The new business

• Be 'cash positive' with a return on capital in excess

• The Newcastle office has grown quickly, but has a

planning process has just accentuated this. All divisions

of 25%.

limited number of clients

have stated that they wish to improve their rankings within

"Achieving our objectives will be no mean feat," Jerome

their market segments. To do this, they have focused even

continues, "we will place emphasis internally on our support

These factors help us to pinpoint areas where market

more on their key strengths.

functions to ensure that as we grow, we have the

penetration is possible, and which will deliver growth. They

In UK Central Division, Chris Jennison states, "We'd like
to move up in the NCE Consultants' File ratings for
Transport (Roads) from fifth to fourth; increase the work we
do with our current major private sector property developer
clients and win two more accounts; take on more Regional
Development Agencies (RDA) work; secure more major
supply chain positions with contractors in health/education;

infrastructure upon which our business can flourish. Growth

also highlight the strengths we can build on, as well as the

will be primarily achieved by greater penetration of existing

weaknesses we need to address, if we are to achieve our

markets, and geographical expansion into new regions_We

business goals.

will also concentrate on developing and improving cross-

"In terms of markets, the public sector is expected to

divisional relations - recognising that an important part of

rerna·n strong in all our geographic areas. In transportation,

the division's market exists under the Scott Wilson Group

many of our projects are becoming very large. Our

pie umbrella."
The Railways Division also enters 2006/07 from a position

sector objectives; and retain and improve our service to key

of strength. "Our order book is at twice its highest previous lellel, •

clients with full director support and the roll-out of our

says Keith Wallace. "and we hold an enviable position on many

Customer Relationship Management database (ACT). In

major UK projects. In fact, 11 of them amount to more than £350

addition, we will pursue further opportunities on frameworks

mi lion - and they have a total capital value of over £45 billion. We

for both National and Local Government, like the £400

are also the marl<et leader In due diligence, bill support and

million A14 ECI road project and the M25 DBFO PFI project;

permanent way renewals; and our international business is

as well as strategic acquisitions to strengthen our business."

blossoming too.
"Our financial performance and controls are already

that in three years' time, International will be a global
business, built on Scott Wilson's reputation in transportation,
property, natural resources and the environment. Regional
markets and clients will lead our business focus with two
thirds of our turnover coming from long-term transportation
projects and a further 30% from global clients. This will
be delivered through a trans-national organisation in which
regional business is led locally with relationships based
on interdependence rather than independence. This means
sustainable skill groups will be developed and maintained in
the International Regional Businesses; Group-wide centres
of excellence will be called on for high-level skills; and we
will co-ordinate interdependent organisational units better
through shared vision and integrated mechanisms."
Jerome Munro-Lafon elaborates for UK South:
"The Division's core activities are based in the property
and development sector in the UK, and to a lesser extent,

penetration of the Irish market is quite small and in Northern
Ireland focuses on the roads business. Our business

develop strategic alliances/acquisitions to deliver property

In International Division. John Nutt says, "Our vision 1s

• We increased turnover without increasing staff numbers.

excellent. The challenge for us now, is to enhance our
project controls and help our clients to make even better

plan therefore concentrates on:
Maintaining our market share in Transport
Growing Property, Environment and Natural Resources
Broadening our operations in Northern Ireland and the
north of England
Penetrating the Irish market.
"If we are to achieve this, we know we need to develop
our functional support, empower our senior management
and develop an acquisition strategy that will guarantee the
growth that our shareholders expect."

use of their capital. We have improved recruitment in recent

In Hong Kong & China, Simon Davies describes

months and our retention is steady, but we need to adjust

the challenges ahead : "We will be looking to maintain

productivity slightly so that we can all have more time for

our market leading consultancy position in China ,

staff development.

especially in the transportation sector, and will be

· our plan for 2006/07, therefore, revo lves around

providing both international and local consultancy

maintaining 2005/06's significant growth, and implementing

services to clients. Our emphasis will be on growing

a new three-year plan aimed at doubling turnover and

our business in mainland China, which will require the

claiming the third position in the UK market.

recruitment and acquisition of key skills. We will also

"Our key objectives are to:

undertake an increased volume of work outside of

Meet our targets in a controlled manner

China by providing services to Chinese corporations

Improve capital utilisation

who are expanding internationally. In the Hong Kong

Protect our reputation by successfully delivering

market, we are working at maintaining our current

projects and expertly managing key clients

market share.
"All this will require development and we will be

Inject headroom into the Business at all levels
Develop succession plans. and make more time for
staff development

expanding transport-related services into provinces
adjacent to the Jiangsu province and into municipalities.

overseas. Our turnover forms about 26% of all Group

• Maintain our rate of growth by improving key partner

Our port and maritime consultancy services are growing

activities, employing 17% of all Group staff. About 45% of

relationships and developing acquisition capability

to service the large international port operators, who

the Divisional turnover is in the private sector. We supply

Improve our control over margins

in turn are investing globally in the upgrading of existing

services at all stages of the development cycle: policy,

Improve the way we forecast and meet resourcing needs

port facilities as well as new ports. Our project management

planning , design, project delivery, operations and

Continue developing Group interfaces and relationships

and design management services are being requested

facilities management. Our business is centred on

Have even more fun!"

'helping clients deliver their vision'.
"The objectives of UKS in 2006/07 are to:
• Lead Scott Wilson in major development projects; to
target growth in the UK and worldwide for Airports
& Ports

• Support other divisions with key skills
• Lead and develop best practice in all functions
• Operate the Business across the four sectors
identified by the main board; to grow by at least 10%
in staff numbers
• Grow turnover organically in line with the strategic plan

by companies investing in manufacturing facilities and
other developments in China. Planning, tourism and

In Scotland & Ireland, Ronnie Hunter comments,

leisure services, and landscape design for residential

"We prepare a business plan by looking at our targets and

as well as infrastructure developments, are required

achievements from the previous year. Key issues we had to

throughout China; whilst the client base for wind energy

consider, included:

and waste management projects is also widening.

• Our market sector involvement, which was: transport

We will also capitalise on the increased investment in

76%; property 14%; environment 4%; and resources 6%

environmental improvement projects and the upgrading

• Our market share of the Scottish and Northern Ireland

of Hong Kong 's infrastructure, and broaden the

roads market was reaching saturation
• We opened a Belfast office at the end of last year to
serve the local market

services we offer to property clients while continuing
to

supply

design

services

to

the

rest

of

the

Scott Wilson Group."
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Functions in a pie environment.
If we're to continue our success, our functions have to continue their sterling work. Here are their
aims for the coming months and years.

Human Resources

Marketing

For the HR function, Georgina Corbett reflects on what flotation means for her area with

"For the marketing function, it is now even more important that all our external

the hindsight of many years' experience with successful public companies: "Like our

interfaces are united and integrated. The website, advertising (both corporate

shareholders, potential recruits to Scott Wilson do not really see the internal workings of

and recruitment) , brochures and marketing activity need to be co-ordinated to

our Company, they see Scott Wilson Group pie. Our overall business performance, brand

accurately reflect the Scott Wilson brand and identity," says Ron Wall .

and reputation become an even more important aspect of our place in the market.

"Information relating to our competitors and the markets in which we work needs

"The pressures to consistently deliver the business our shareholders expect will

to be al our fingertips and available for everybody to consult. Marketing teams

increase. This will mean planning, executing and monitoring our performance to meet our

across the organisation will continue lo llaise and share informati on, working

targets. For our people, this means learning and developing better business, commercial

together to build the brand and our knowledge base. It is only by keeping these

and client management skills. It also means we'll re-engineer some of our function's

lines of communication open that we can grow al the rate requ ired in our

systems and processes so that they're 'joined up' more efficiently, and improve the

strategic plan."

alignment of our reward practices to encourage achievement and put greater emphasis on
internal and external communication."

Finance
Processes an<!,ciuali~

During the flotation process, Finance 'hosted' a number of accountants from auditors
Smith & Williamson and reporting accountants Deloitte & Touche. They held a detailed

In preparation for flotation, Tom Osorio was at the sharp end of the close examination

investigation into our systems and processes, the result of which was the 213-page

investors gave our business and project control systems. He reflects, "The challenge

Prospectus, the 207-page Long Form Report, and the 119-page Working Capital Report.

confirmed that our basic approach was sound , but needed tightening up in a few

This was part of our move to pie status, and has helped us to adopt the International

areas, including authority levels and explicit commercial risk control. Changing forms

Financial Reporting Standards.

and Unite guidance was straightforward thanks to the intensive communications

Post-flotation, we are addressing the weaknesses highlighted in the Long Form

changes we've introduced. Otherwise, it would have taken many months to embed

Report. We are also going to make greater use of the Working Capital Model we

them across the firm . Roadshow sessions were held to ensure that the new forms

developed to address cash flow forecasting. The ongoing challenge will be to adhere to

were adopted promptly and the improved controls were running by the lime

the stricter half and full year market reporting regime, and improve our monthly reports for

we floated."

the Main Board.

In addition, we extended the formal Environmental Management System to cover
all relevant project work. This demonstrates to Investors that environmental issues, a
vital Issue for all stakeholders, are being managed professionally, and to our

Information Technolog}'.

independent auditor's certified standards. This has meant significant change for all
our Project Managers. But thanks to a major effort, the improved controls have been

Stephen Leach (Technical Director of IT) says: "Scott Wilson's IT systems have a vital

successfully implemented right across the Business.

role to play in delivering the Group's targets and objectives as a new pie. IT Managers
around the Group are working closely with every division, to
ensure that together we deliver the support and systems that

Commercial

our businesses require. Our IT network encompasses all
permanent offices in the UK and is an important asset,

The business and insurance environment within our industry has continued to

providing access to core systems such as email, Unite,

become increasingly challenging over the last few years. With the intended

Progression and the Internet. Its flexibility, allowing project

transformation into a pie company, we recognised the need to become more

data to be shared and staff to work in offices across
the country, is also valuable. Our challenges for the

commercially focused to meet the expectations of City investors in terms of
maximising opportunity and managing risk. To address this, the Commercial

future will include securely building our network

function was created in May 2005. The first step is the appointment of a high-level

and systems in keeping with the Group's growth,

Commercial Director in each of the operating Divisions and a project lawyer,

as well as joining up our IT thinking worldwide."

Allan Stinson, at Group level.

-

Roger Edwards recalls that the greatest challenge has been to create a unified
and 'added value' function from a standing start. However, this had to be achieved

Conclusions

whilst playing a leading role in the IPO preparations - and in particular helping Tom
Osorio and his team to develop new risk assessment procedures for the upgraded
Project Control Process.
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Retaining the uniqueness of our internal organisation whilst leveraging the Scott Wilson
brand will always be a fine balancing act for our functions. As we grow, our ability to attract

Following the successful flotation of the Business, the focus of the function will

and retain talented people will be paramounl and this will be an important part of our 2006

now be to create and support a competent, high-powered Project Director

functional plan. Planning, co-ordinating and sharing our knowledge across Scott Wilson will

Community that will be responsible for delivering the business output objectives of

continue to be necessary if we are really going to maximise our strengths and achieve

our clients' projects. In addition, the function will take responsibility for the

success as a pie. Bui this is well on track, and functions - like divisions - must keep

commercial management metrics of the Business.

communicating lo ensure we are all working towards the same goal.

SPOTLIGHT BUSINESS PLANNING

The importance of client management.
Ronnie Hunter explains why clients need to be handled with the greatest of care.

Top 10 Clients:
Network Rall
Sector: Rail

Network Rail

•"71

Country: UK

AM Scott
In our day-to-day business, we manage projects, staff and functional suppor t. So,

Sector: Contractors

why manage clients - surely we already work for them?

Country: UK

AMScott ~

It is true that we exist as a business to serve our clients : without clients there is
no business. Many of them have formed long-term relationships with us, some come
to us for a single project and need no further services when the project is complete,

Civil Engineering & Development Dept - Hong Kong

while others change over time, for example, when a procurement project moves into

Sector: Government

the desig n & build phase, where we have to deal with a new set of contractor clients.

Country: Hong Kong

Experience shows that it is usually easier to win additional work from existing
clients or offer them new services, rather than prospect for new opportunities. This
is why the Group Strategic Plan stresses the importance of a Client Management

Balfour Beatty

and Retention Strategy.
Sector: Contractors
There are a number of issues to consider in developing a strategy:

Understanding your clients. Who is responsible? What are their needs?
How are we performing?

Ministry of Infrastructure
Sector: Government

• Who are our key clients: and what makes them key clients?

• Processes - what processes, such as KCADs, databases or CRMs, are .-led?

BaHour Beatty

Country: UK

Country: Poland

m

S

\11111s1n of

Transport and Construction

Alfred McAlplne
Sector: Contractors

• Relationships - do our own people need support, clarity or training?

Of all these issues, forming a relationship with your client is the key. It is preferable

Country: UK

Crossrall Lines LTD

to have relationships at various levels in a client's organisation. I ca ll it taking the
long-term view. After all , talented junior members of cli ent teams often end up as

Sector: Rail
Country: UK

senior ones!
So, Divisional strategies should be developed to meet the fo llowing aims:

English Partnerships
•

Know your clients; know who is responsible for them

~

Sector: Government
Country: UK

English Partnerships
• tcN.ltion;iilH:etcncr.:.ti:in~y

•

Decide whether you want

to keep them or not

Defence Estates
Sector: Government

•

Ensure that there are personal relationships

Country: UK

DE

DEFENCE ESTATES
~~iMD"ttl~~

Ensure that there is a management system
the relationship

to take responsiblity and monitor

Road Service
Sector: Transport

•

Develop a forward plan.

Country: UK

And remember: build relationships by focusing on existing clients.
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OUTSPOKEN

Financial reporting in a pie environment.
Finance Director, Stephen K1mmett, talks about the challenges of helping to run a pie.
What does being a pie mean to us as a business? "Essentially,

transparency to ensure that all shareholders have the same

sometimes difficult questions. It's what they are here for - as

that question can be answered by saying 'we have to meet

information. It's a way of working that we have had to learn and

an important function that protects the interests of investors."

targets'." says Stephen Kirmett, Scott Wilson's Finance Director.

must continue to operate."

Inevitably, the Finance and Group Secretariat teams have

'We're now in the public envirorroent. therefore Wwe say we are

The rules of corporate governance are something

tackled much of the extra work involved with the pie environment

going to deliver a certain amount of profit, then we have to deliver

that will influence the way we all work. "There are

·1rs easy to say that It's now back to the 'day job'. but of course,

rt - and hopefully a little bit more. A term that sums this up is

trading restrictions on buying and selling shares. For example,

my 'day job' now has many new dimensions. Our teams,

'under-promise and 011er-<leliver'."

members of a project team may be privy to an upcoming

for example, are growing to meet the requirements of a

project, and at the same time be open to buy shares. This

publicly listed company; the Annual Report will be

could raise problems with potential insider dealing. So for the

significantly larger to satisfy pie requirements. We can't OJ!

period of time they are in possession of price-sensitive

corners and everything has to be done properly. We have

information to the Stock Exchange that

information, they will not be allowed to buy or sell shares. We

also had to change auditors, so along with a tightened ~r-end

may affect our share price.

will all be under restrictions to some degree at different times

timetable, there are many significant changes to get used to.

We also have a duty to announce

of the year. If you have inside information that is not available

·1rs important to remember that this is a positM! challenge, and

to the stock market, you cannot trade - and that includes

forms part of an ongoing evolution for Scott Wilson. We mOlled

As part of investor relations, Scott Wilson Group pie will be

people dose to you, because it is possible to track

making regular public briefings after haW-~r and fuK-year results

who buys and sells shares."

announcements. 'We also have a duty to announce information

Flotation has also brought significant
changes from an administration point

Stephen. "A good example of this is the Crossrail contract that

of

"Deadlines

are

to Limrted

company status back in 1995.

to the Stock Exchange that may affect our share price," says

view.

from the Partnership structure

However,

even that was a

complicated

structure with

now

separate holding companies

was signed In March. This was reported to the RNS (the Stock

sacrosanct; we have to report

for each of the regions.

Exchange's Regulated News Service) and hence issued to the

numbers promptly to the market."

As part of the flotation

market ahead of the press release because the size of the

says Stephen. "It means a whole

process, we have had

contract could have affected our share price. Anything Oller £10

new level of disdpllie. We ran a two-

to unwind the whole

million is likely to be addressed in this way, but strategically

day internal finance conference

thing, but of course,

important news must also be reported."

recently to emphasise what is needed

a more simplified

There is another side to this. "In the same way that we have

and when - a deadline isn't just an

structure makes It

to tell the City good news, we also have to tell them bad news.

indicator, we rea•ly do have to meet it!

easier to explain to

Naturally, with a private company nobody outside needs to know

We now also have Non-Executive

the details of a contract. With a pie however, there must be

Directors on board, and they ask

Stop Press
Canadian Geological and Mining consultants Roscoe
Postle Associates joined the Scott Wilson Group on 1st
June 2006. The arrival of RPA is key in strengthening
our Mining business, as world demand increases.
We extend a warm welcome to the Group.
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investors and more
efficient to operate."

PEOPLE FIRST

A Day in the Life - Nicola Carroll.
Our Assistant Company Secretary, around whom much of our flotation's legal work revolved, reveals how it's
changed her working life.
It is said that every chartered secretary would like

just started, for mailing to shareholders in August.

an Independent Public Offering on his or her

I am currently putting together the programme that will

CV - well, that may be so, but you wouldn't

help us meet the strict deadlines for the release of the

want two! I can now tick that box, but

72-page brochure, which will meet all the statutory

certainly cannot relax and put my

requirements of a fully listed pie. This will be the

feet up!

beginning of a very strict reporting cycle for annual and

Life as a company secretary

six-monthly interim figures, and it will be exciting to work

within a listed pie environment is

closely with Group Finance and Group Marketing in this

very different from the same role

regard. We have also introduced new processes that

within a private company. Not
only do I bow to the Companies

We have also introduced new

Act, there is now also the
Combined Code on Corporate

processes that enable employees

Governance, the ABI Guidelines,

to quickly and efficiently buy and

the FSA Continuing Obligations,

sell shares.

Insider Dealing Regulations ...
and so it goes on. Previous pie
experience has made me very

enable employees to quickly and efficiently buy and sell

aware that I am now dealing

shares. The need to know the number of shares under

with a wider audience, and

option at any given time, and the scheme's timescale

that the Corporate Governance

for dealing with leavers, has undoubtedly provided an

strapline, 'comply or explain' is

interesting element to my day, and given me greater

crucial

considering

involvement with the Group HR team. Having always

Issues which might affect the

administered the share register in-house, I handed this

when

Group's reputation.

over at IPO to external registrars. This is normal for

Needless to say, from the

a pie and every morning at Barn, the registrars send

days of intense pre-IPO

me a report of the previous day's trading for scrutiny.

activity, I am still trying to

Careful monitoring of the share register is necessary

get my 'day job' back on

for a number of reasons and the liaison with Lloyds

track. But there are many

TSB

interesting additions as

external contacts.

Registrars

is

a welcome

addition

to

my

a result of the Group's

My day now ends at a sensible time (most days) and I can

The

no longer remember the phone number of the pizza delivery

this

bloke in Basingstoke. All in all, it's been a great experience

pie

status.

production of

year's Annual Report

and I look forward to the exciting times ahead, working for

and Accounts has

the Group.

Share plan update.
What do champagne, speeches, post bags and envelopes

signed up. We hope that this will not be a one-off event; and

have in common? Well, whilst the flotation parties were well

it is intended that this scheme becomes available on a

underway on 15th March, a small army of HR and Group

regular. possibly annual, basis to staff. Because schemes of

At a glance

Secretariat people were stuffing envelopes across the world.

this type are very dependent on local tax and legal

On the day of flotation, over 3,300 individual letters and

frameworks, we cannot implement it uniformly across

3,365 employees ellglble for All Employee

share certificates were posted to all our current employees

all geographies. However, we will continue to explore

Share Scheme

throughout Scott Wilson. We hope that this gesture

its practical implementations on a country-by-country basis.

1,200 Ordinary Shares In Scott Wiison

encourages everyone who has contributed to our successful

The employee dealing service provided by our Brokers, BOS

Group pie on offer per employee

flotation to take this opportunity to have a stake in our

Stocktrade, has also proved popular with staff. The purchase

future performance.

facility was free up until the end of April and remains open to

32 % of ellglble employees signed up for

staff at a low commission rate, on an ongoing basis. For

MySha1& scheme.

MyShare, the UK Sharesave Programme, was launched

at the end of March and 32% of eligible UK staff have

further details, please see our intranet, 'Unite'.
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Scott Wilson employees around the globe celebrated the company floating on the Stock Exchange.
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